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Excitation of the primary tropospheric chemical mode
in a global three-dimensional model
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Abstract. Coupling of local chemicalprocessesover the globe by atmospheric
transport leads to the existenceof chemicalmodesthat are a fundamental characterization of global atmospheric chemistry and provide a true description of
the atmosphericresponseto small changesin trace-gasemissions.Such coupled
chemistry-transportmodesin global troposphericchemistryare an inherent feature
of three-dimensional
chemicaltransport models(CTMs). In CTMs thesemodes
cannot be solvedfor explicitly, as they have been for the case of low-order, fully
linearized systems,but they are investigatedhere through a seriesof perturbation experiments. When using meteorologicalfields that recycle every year, the
long-lived modes are readily seenas seasonaldecay patterns that e-fold each year.
An important application of chemicalmodes is the study of how emissionsof CO
and NO excite perturbationsto the CH4-1ikemode, the longest-lived(primary)
modefound in troposphericchemistry(i.e., with fixed stratosphericcomposition).
Perturbation experiments are conducted with the University of California, Irvine,
three-dimensionaltropospheric CTM to identify this primary tropospheric mode
and to determine its five-dimensionalstructure. The previousdemonstrationsof a
long-lived chemical mode with 1.5 times the lifetime of CH4 are corroborated. The
ability of emissionsof CO and NO to excite this mode is then demonstrated,and
a quantitative evaluation of the indirect effect of CO emissionson the greenhouse
gasesCH4 and troposphericO• is made, showingthat 100 kg of CO is equivalent
to 5-6 kg of CH4 emissions.

1.

Introduction

vealed in the atmosphere as five-dimensional patterns,

varying with three spatial dimensions,time, and chemical species. Each mode describesa particular combination of chemistry and transport and gives rise to a
transformthe key constituents.Trace gasesmay be in- specific pattern of variation in speciesconcentrations,
troduced by direct emissionsor by chemicalformation
with amplitudes and distribution controlledby the couprocesses,may be transported short distancesor around
pling involved. Each has a characteristictimescale(an
the globe,and may be removedby insitu chemicaltranse-foldingdecaytime) definedby the respectiveeigenformations or by depositionto the surface. Spatial
value. The ensemble of modes defines the entire sysand temporal variations are natural features of chemitem, although the number of modes in a global, 3-D
cal speciesin the global atmosphere.Couplingbetween
annual cycle of troposphericchemistry is too large to
photochemicaland transport processesleadsto the exiscompute. The theory of modes is detailed by Prather
tenceof global,chemicalmodes(i.e., specificspatialand
[1996],and additionalbox-modelexamplesof the CH4temporalvariations)that are fundamentalcharacterisThe chemical compositionof the atmosphereis controlled by many natural processes
that add, remove,and

tics of the atmosphericsystem[Prather,1994]. These
natural chemicalmodesare definedas generalsolutions
to the linearized continuity equations,and they are re-

CO-OH systemare givenby Daniel andSolomon[1998]
and Manning[1999].

Knowledgeof thesenatural modescan help in prediction of the atmosphere'sresponseto changinganthropogenic emissions. Most human perturbations to the
chemical composition of the atmosphereover the past
XNowat the FrontierResearch
Systemfor GlobalChange, severaldecadesmay be describedby excitation of a linYokohama, Japan.
ear combination of the chemical modes, each of which
decayswith its characteristice-foldingtime. The lifeCopyright2000 by the AmericanGeophysicalUnion.
time of the longest-lived,excited mode providesa better measure of the duration of the chemical perturbaPaper number 2000JD900399.
0148-0227/ 00/ 2000JD900399509.00
tion than the steady state lifetimesof individual compo24,647
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nentsof the system[Prather,1994]. In simplesystems the Prather schemeconserving second-ordermoments
with few componentsand a limited numberof degrees [Prather,1986]. Entrainingand nonentraining
convecof freedom,the modescan be solvedfor analytically,as tive mass fluxes are supplied as 3-hour averagesfrom
demonstratedfor box models of the CH4-CO-OH sys- the meteorologicalfields. The height of the boundary
tem. This paper extends these studiesto the global, layer is diagnosedfrom the fields, and a bulk-mixing
three-dimensional, tropospheric chemistry system, de- schemeis applied, mixing the full depth of the layer
termining the primary, decadal-scalemode through nu- every CTM time step.
merical perturbation experiments. The stratosphereis
A detailed troposphericchemicalschemehas been infixed, and thus century-scaleperturbations(associated cludedin the modelusingthe ASAD modularchemistry
primarily with N20) do not arise. Usingthe Universi- package[Carveret al., 1997],with a fastimplicitsolver
ty of California,Irvine (UCI), chemicaltransportmodel for the chemicalequations. The schemeincludesan ex(CTM), wemap the seasonaland spatialvariationof the plicit treatmentof inorganicHOx/Ox/NOx chemistry
many chemical speciesthat are part of this mode and and methane oxidation and a lumped "family" treatcalculatean e-foldingtime of 14.2 yearscomparedwith ment of hydrocarbonoxidation for the representative
the global atmospheric lifetime for CH4 of 9.7 years. speciesbutane, propene, xylene, and isoprene. A total
Additional numerical experiments showhow this mode of 32 speciesare considered,with 25 speciestransported
is excited by the short-lived speciesNO and CO, re- and sevenreinitialized to local steady state at eachtime
vealing those parts of the atmospherethat are most or step. Reaction rates are based on the recommendationleast sensitiveto emissionsin terms of global chemical s of DeMote et al. [1997]and Atkinsonet al. [1997],
perturbations.
with additionalratesfrom Hough[1991]and from the
In section 2 we describe the UCI troposphericCT- LeedsUniversityMaster ChemicalMechanism(MCM)
M used in these studiesand briefly evaluateits perfor- [Jenkinet al., 1997].
mancein simulating the chemistryof the current tropoPhotolysisrates are calculatedusingthe Fast-J phosphere by comparing it with recent measurements. In tolysisscheme[Wild et al., 2000],whichhasan on-line
section3 we identify the primary mode presentin this treatment of molecularand aerosolabsorptionand scattropospheric chemical system and characterize both s- tering. Ozone, temperature, surfacealbedo, and cloud
patial and seasonalvariations of the key atmospheric optical depth are suppliedfrom the CTM or meteorospecies. We show how this mode may be excited by logical fieldsevery 3 hours;the optical depth is apporemissionsof CH4, CO, and NOx in section4 and then tioned between different water droplet sizes and phas-

quantifythe indirectclimateforcingthat the seemingly short lived, radiatively inactive gas CO may have
throughits excitationof the greenhouse
gasesCH4 and Table 1. Global Annual Emission Rates of Trace Gases
troposphericO3 in the long-lived, primary mode. A Used in the University of California, Irvine, Chemical
summary and future directions for chemicalmode studies are given in section 5.
2.
2.1.

The

U CI

CTM

Transport Model
Trace Gas

NO•,, Tg N yr-1

Model Description

The UCI CTM is the latest in a generationof models
developedat UCI basedon meteorological
fieldsfrom
the GoddardInstituteof SpaceSciences
(GISS)general CO, Tg yr-1
circulationmodel(GCM). Previousversionsof the model havebeenusedto study the dynamicsof the troposphere[Pratheret al., 1987],the distributions
andcor- CH4, Tg yr-•
relationsof stratospheric
tracegases[Hall andPrather, NMHC, Tg yr-1
1995;Avalloneand Prather, 1997],and the impactof
cometarywater on the stratosphere[Hanneganet al.,
1998]. The modelusesmeteorological
fieldsfrom the

Source

Resolution

Annual

Flux

industrial
a

1ø x 1ø

soilb

1ø x 1ø

5.48

bioburn c

4 ø x 5ø

11.64

aircraft e

1ø x 1 ø

0.51

lightning
d

20.97

5.00

industrial
c

4ø x 5ø

390.90

wood fuel c
bioburn c

4ø x 5ø
4 ø x 5ø

128.80
517.40

oceanf

1ø x 1ø

all sources
g 1ø x 1ø
industrial
h
1ø x 1ø
isoprene
i
1ø x 1ø

13.00

490.00
109.37
569.00

aBenkovitzet al. [1996].
bYiengerand Levy[1995].
transportin both troposphere[Rind and Lerner,1996;
½Wang et al. [1998];J. Logan (personalcommunication,
Koch and Rind, 1998]and stratosphere
[Hall et al., 1997).
dBasedon Price and Rind [1992].
1999]. The troposphericversionat UCI uses3-hour
eBaughcumet al. [1996].
averagedfields with a horizontal resolutionof 4ø latif Bateset al. [1995].
tude x 5ø longitude, and a vertical resolutionof nine
gFung et al. [1991].
levelsfrom the surfaceto 10 hPa, with six to eightlevhpiccotet al. [1992].
els in the troposphere.Advectionis calculatedusing
i Guentheret al. [1995].
new GISS II • GCM

that have been tested for tracer
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es dependingon the cloud type. This allows the full
variability of photolysisrates to be captured on short
timescales, as cloud and aerosol fields vary. Fast-J is
a significantstep forward couplingozone,aerosols,and
cloudsin global CTMs, although it still does not addressthe problemsof partial cloud coverin a grid cell.
Emissionsof trace speciesare taken from the Global
EmissionsInventory Activity inventoriesat 1ø x 1ø resolution, (seeTable 1), and mappedontothe CTM grid.
Information on gradientswithin the model grid cellsis
provided as momentsin the lowestCTM level. Additional emissionsfor CO and biomassburning sourcesat

4ø x 5ø resolutionare from Wanget al. [1998](J. Logan,personalcommunication,
1997). Diurnal variations
are providedfor industrial and biogenicsources;seasonal variations are provided for soil emissions,methane,
and biomassburning sources. A sourceof NO from

lightning,5 Tg N yr-1, is includedbasedon the parameterizationof Price and Rind [1992]but usingthe
vertical massflux from the meteorologicalfields to define deep convectiveeventsand to distribute the source
proportionally. A sourceof NO from aircraft, 0.5 Tg

N yr-1, at 1ø x 1ø by 1-km resolutionis includedfrom
the NASA

1992 emissions data set for subsonic aircraft

[Baughcum
et al., 1996].
Dry depositionis treated by using 1-m depositionve-

locitiesbasedon Hough[1991]and vegetationtype tak-

24,649

to the troposphere. A source of ozone is supplied in

the highestlayer, 475 Tg yr-1 (as for Synoz),based
on our assessment of tracer

correlations

in the midlati-

tude stratosphere[Murphyand Fahey,1994;McLinden
et al., 2000],and a sourcefor the NOv species,
0.45 Tg
N yr-1, is likewiseinjectedwith an HONO2:NOxratio
of 4:1. Since there is no chemistry applied when the
$ynoz tracer exceeds120 ppbv, this techniqueensures
controlof the global, annual mean net stratosphericinflux of NOx, HONO2, and 03.
This numericalstudy of troposphericchemicalmodes
requires some computationally necessarycompromises
along with strict control of the degreesof freedom. With
multiyear integrationsrequired, we choseto increasethe
grid size of the CTM to 8ø x 10ø by combiningvariables
at 4ø x 5ø, a large savingin computationaltime without
significantlossof accuracy.The singleyear of GCM meteorologicalfields has been repeated for multiyear runs,
thus providing a clear e-folding of the primary mode and avoiding the noise caused by interannual variability. A fixed, parameterized stratosphericchemistry
is used to ensure that the primary mode reflects only
the chemistryof the troposphere;with full stratospheric chemistry the primary mode would be dominated by
N20, which has a century-longtimescale,much greater
than any of the speciesimportant in troposphericchem-

istry [Prather,1998].This modestudyrequiresthat all

en from the 1ø x 1ø vegetationand cultivation data sets troposphericspeciesbe driven with flux boundary conof Mathews[1983];correctionof depositionvelocitiesto ditions, as use of fixed mixing ratio conditionswould
the center of the lowest model level is based on the Kprevent derivation of the correct modes.

theoryof Isaksenet al. [1985].Wet deposition,through
removal of a fraction of soluble speciesfrom wet con-

vectiveupdrafts,is basedon Balkanskiet al. [1993].
Washout, or below-cloudscavenging,is treated with a

2.2.

Model

Evaluation

A brief characterization of the model is made by com-

against
simplefirst-orderremovallifetime[Loganet al., 1981], paringthe simulationfor circa1990conditions
The GISS IF fields
increasingwith altitude and reflectingthe solubilityof surfaceand profilemeasurements.
usedhererepresenta typicalmeteorological
yearrather
the species.
year,andtherefore
thisevaluation
focusCalculation of the troposphericchemicaltendencies thana specific
monthlystatistics,whereavailable.
under stratosphericconditionsis unnecessary
here and eson observational
usedto derivethe meteorology
can produceso,ne undesirednumericalartifacts, es- The physicalschemes
pecially in stratosphere-troposphere
exchangefluxes. in the GISS II • GCM have been assessedby Rind and
Thus the U CI CTM carries a synthetic O3-1ike tracer whichis usedto distinguishinstantaneouslybetween
stratosphericand tropospheric"air" for each3-D grid
cell. This approachallowsfor separatechemicaltreatmentsand worksparticularlywell in the caseof tropopausefoldsfor whichno cleartropopauseheightcanbe
defined. The additional tracer, "Synoz", is forced with
a stratospheric
sourcein the uppermostCTM leveland

Lerner[1996].Whilethe mainfeaturesof the troposphericcirculationarewellreproduced,
themodeltends
to overpredictthe degreeof tropospheric-stratospheric
exchange
dueto the ratheroversimplified
stratospheric circulationwhen consideringonly nine vertical lay-

ers [Rindet al., 1999]. The cloudcoverage
is consistent with the International Satellite Cloud Climatology

Project(ISCCP) cloudclimatology,
andthe meanoptical depths,usedby the photolysis
scheme,
are similar.
it to 30 ppbv. This techniqueis describedin detail by In the followingchemicalevaluationthe concentrations
McLindenet al. [2000].The 120-ppbvisoplethof the of long-livedspeciesare initializedin the CTM with
annuallyrepeatingdistributionof the tracer is usedto zonal mean concentrationstaken from the Cambridge
definethe tropopause.Belowthis isopleth,tropospheric 2-D model[Lawand Pyle, 1993],and resultsare prechemistryis applied;above,the effectsof stratospheric sentedfrom the third year of the modelsimulation,by
chemistryare simulatedby imposinga first-orderdecay whichtime the initialization, exceptfor the mean CH4
on many speciesto ensurethat they are not returned concentration, has little influence.
is removed in the lowest 2 km of the model by resetting
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Figure 1. Monthly-mean
modeled(solidlines)andobserved
(dots)mixingratiosof 03 at surface
measurement
sites.All observational
dataarefrom OltmansandLevy[1994],with the exception
of Hohenpeissenberg
[Logan,
1999]andNatal[Kirchhoff
andRasmussen,
1990].
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Figure 2. Monthly-mean
modeled(solidlines)and observed
(dots)mixingratiosof CO at
surface
measurement
sites.All observational
dataarefromNovelliet al. [1992],exceptforCuiba
[Kirchhoffet al., 1989].
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Monthly-mean surfacemixing ratios of ozoneare shown in Figure 1; the solid lines representmodeledvalues,and the dotsare meanmixing ratiosovera number
of yearsfor selectedmeasurementstationscollatedby

measurements at Mace Head, Ireland, are sensitive to

are reproducedwell in tropical and equatorialregions,
but the agreementis lessgood at higher latitudes in
eachhemisphere,where there is a tendencyto overpredict the surfaceconcentrations,particularly in spring
when the cross-tropopauseflux is at a maximum. Although use of the Synoz tracer allows the total flux of
ozone into the troposphereto be well constrained,the
*......
] and spatial ,rar;o*;•,•of the flux ;• •;,,•
by
transport in the tropopauseregion, and this is apparently too great in polar regionsin the meteorological
fieldsused. A separateproblem, the overestimationof
ozoneconcentrationsby about 10-15 ppbv in continental Europe, is probably due to the lack of a sub-gridscaletreatment of urban plumes, which leads to overestimationof the chemicalozoneproductionefficiency

mixing ratios in the springdue to biomassburning, and
though the CO concentrationsmodeledat the peak of
the burning seasonare rather low, as would be expect-

meteorologicaldifferencesbetweenthe GISS fields and
the real climate becauseof the position of the site immediately to the west of major European sources.CuiLogan[1999].The distributionand seasonality
of ozone ba, in the Amazon rain forest, seesextremely high CO

per moleculeof NOz [e.g.,Jacobet al., 1993].

ed at the coarse resolution used in these studies, the
seasonalityof burning is well reproduced.
Figure 3 showsthe time seriesof monthly mean concentrationsfor a variety of speciesat Mauna Loa, com•J

with the mean n• r•hq•rv•r] v•l,,•.•

[rr•rn the Mau-

na Loa ObservatoryPhotochemistryExperiment (MLOPEX) I and II campaignsin 1988 and 1991-1992
[Ridley and Robinson,1992; Atlas and Ridley, 1996].
NOx, NOy, and HONO2 are reasonablywell reproduced, though all are significantlyunderestimatedin
the autumn. The ratio of HONO2 to NO• is consistent

with the observationsthroughout the year, suggesting
that the chemical influencesare well captured and the

The distributionand seasonalityof (JO are relatively underestimate
of NOy in autumnis due•o discrepancies
well reproducedby the model, as shownin Figure 2. in transport or source distributions. PeroxyacetylniThe high-latitude discrepanciesseen in the ozone dis- trate (PAN) is considerably
overestimated
in the spring;
tribution are lesspronouncedheredue to the negligible this is due partly to overemphasison the rapid transcontribution of stratosphericair to CO abundance. The
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Figure 3. Monthly-mean
time seriesfor NOx (NO + NO•), NOy (all N species),HONOr,
the ratio HONO•/NO•, PAN, HCHO, O•, and CO for MaunaLoa (solidlines)(dashedlinesare
:kla), comparedwith meanvaluesfromthe MaunaLoa Observatory
Photochemistry
Experiment
(MLOPEX) I and II fieldcampaigns
[RidleyandRobinson,
1992;AtlasandRidley,1996]. All
mixingratiosare in partsper trillion by volume(pptv) exceptfor O• and CO, whichare in parts
per billion by volume(ppbv).
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Figure 4. Global mean concentrations
of PAN for (left) summerand (right) winter for 3-kin
altitude bins;modelvalues(dashedlines)and observedvalues(solidlines)collatedby Thakuret
al., [1999]from aircraftmeasurements.
Meanvaluesaxeindicatedby squares,
medianvaluesare
indicated by circles,and error bars indicate the rms vaxiance.

beinga surrogatefor alkyl nitrate species,whichaxenot
treated independentlyin the currentchemistryscheme.
HCHO, 03, and CO are well reproducedthroughout
the year, though the slight underestimationof O3 in

the autumnis consistent
with the lowerNOx andNOy
mixing ratios modeled.
Global mean profiles of PAN in summer and winter are comparedwith aircraft observations
collatedby

Thakuret al. [1999]in Figure4. The measurement
da-

sphericlifetime againsttroposphericOH in this CTM
simulationis 10.2 years,and no effortto adjustthe OH
fields has been made to bring it into closeragreement
with the recommendedvalue of 9.6 yeaxs.Including stratosphericloss,the globalmeanlifetimein this model
is 9.7 years(seeTable 2). The soil sink for CH4 was
included as a fixed offsetin the emissionspatterns and

thereforeplaysno role in determiningthe atmospheric
mode.

The global troposphericozone budget is similax to
that derived by other CTMs; in the third year of the
model run, stratosphericinjection accountsfor 473 Tg
of troposphericozone(closeto the 475 Tg that would
be reachedin steadystate), insitu chemicalproduction
for 339 Tg, and 812 Tg is depositedat the surface.Most
the model than in the observations. In winter the modof the chemicalproduction occurswithin 2 km of the
el tends to underestimate PAN concentrations in the
surface,neax precursoremissions,or in the upper trolowertropospherebut overestimatethem at higheralti- posphere,near convectiveoutflow,aircraft emissions,or
(500-800hPa), chemtudes,similarto the other modelscompaxedby Thakur lightning.In the midtroposphere

ta have been binned in 3-km intervalsafter removing
the lowest500 m in the boundarylayer, and model values are reported for the closestpossiblealtitude bins.
Mean and median valuesaxe both reproducedwell in
the summer, although the spread of the data as indicated by the rms vaxianceis lessaltitude-dependentin

et al. [1999]. This may be due to an overemphasis
on ical destruction dominates. The small net imbalance in
that after
PAN formationin the modelor may simplyreflectthe thesebudgetterms(+2 Tg yr-1) indicates
two model years we have not quite reached a steady
sparseness
of data coveragein the observations.
The global mean atmosphericlifetime for methanein state.
this CTM is slightlylongerthan currentbest estimates
basedon the budgetof CH3CCI3 [Prinn et al., 1995; 3. Chemical
Modes
Krol et al., 1998;$pivakovsky
et al., 2000]. The atmo3.1.
Table 2. Lifetimes for CH4 in the UCI CTM
Lifetime

Troposphericlifetime (chemicalloss)
Global net atmosphericlifetime

10.2 years
200 years
9.7 years

e-foldingtime of primary mode

14.2 years

Feedback

1.46

Stratospheric
lifetime(first-orderloss)

factor

The Primary

Mode

Among the speciesin the troposphericchemicalsystem studied here, CH4 has the longestglobal-meanatmosphericlifetime, and hencethe longest-lived(primary) mode is dominatedby methaneperturbations.
This mode has been found in simplified one-box CH4-

CO-OH systems[Prather,1994;Prather, 1996;Daniel
and Solomon,1998]to have an e-foldingtime about
1.5 times longerthan the mean methanelifetime (defined here as the inverseof the mass-weighted
average
loss frequency). Such box modelsaxe tuned to give
averagetroposphericconditionsand do not reflect the
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longest-livedmodeshave similar e-foldingtimes (i.e.,
degenerateeigenvalues).Fortunately,we haveno other
decadal timescale in the troposphericchemical system
here. It is often mistakenly believed that this perturbation must be applied to a system that is at steady
state, whereasthe only pragmatic requirement is that

the backgroundsystem(or controlrun) shouldbe slowly
evolving so that the modesthemselves,as functionsof
the backgroundchemistry,are not significantlychanging during the integration.

o

1.0
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that have not been identified on a troposphericscale.
This numerical approach becomesdifficult if the two
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lutions[e.g.,Prather et al., 1979;Nicolis,1984; White
and Dietz, 1984;Stewart,!993; Krol and Poppe,1998]

CH4

40

3.0

MODES

under specialchemicalconditionsinvolvingmultiple so-
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In the present studies a control run has been performed for 10 years, beginning with the near steady
state simulation discussedabove,forcing CH4 with an-

0.5

nualmeanemissions
of 490 Tg yr-•, andrepeatingthe
year of GISS IY meteorologicalfields for subsequent

0

-5.0e-4

years. A parallel perturbation run is initialized identically to the controlrun, beingforcedwith a 20% in-

-1.0e-3

-1.5e-3

, i:I.
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i

i
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Emissions
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Yearof Run

crease in CH4 emissionsfor the first year, and then
returning to the near steady state emissionsfor all
subsequentyears. The perturbation-minus-controldifferences in the concentrations

of methane

and other

Period

speciesare followed for the remainder of the 10-year
Figure 5. Responseof the global burdensof CH4, CO, period. Beginning in year 2, this differencein atmoOa, and NOx over a 10-year period to a 20% perturba- spheric speciesdecaysto zero over a range of succestion in global CH4 emissions,expressedas the difference sively longer timescales,approachingthe e-folding and
(in teragrams)betweenperturbationand controlruns
characteristic pattern of the primary mode. For this
with the U CI CTM.
globaltroposphericchemicalsystemthe primary mode
becomesapparent and dominatesthe decay of the per-

numberof degreesof freedompresentin the tropospheric chemicalsystem,nor do they includethe wide range
of photochemical
environments
overwhicha globalCTM integrates. Unfortunately, the chemicalmodesin a
CTM are not as easilydeterminedas in low-ordersystems, and we turn to numericalexperimentsto find the
primary mode.
The primary mode can be found readily (but with
extensivecomputation)by followingthe decayof a perturbation introduced, for example, by a pulse of CH4.
zne primary mode wm become apparent as shorterlivedmodesdecaymorequickly.For chemicaltransport
/'1-• 1

turbationsby year 3 (seeFigure 5).
The primary troposphericchemicalmode in this case
involves all of the chemical speciesand is seen as an

annually repeating pattern that variesthroughout the
atmosphere. Figure 5 showstimeseriesfor this differencein terms of the total burden(in teragrams),while
Figures 6, 7, and 8 show timeseries for surface sites
at Mace Head, Ascension,and Cape Grim (expressed
in mixing ratio). Although the tendencyto a single,
global e-foldingdecay is evident in all the figures,the

.11

the case of NOx at AscensionIsland the difference even

modelsthe modesvaryfromshort-termmodesinvolving changessign. Individual sitesshowlarge seasonalvariradicalchemistry(e.g., OH) or nearest-neighbor
trans- ation, reflecting both transport patterns and changing
port, up to longer-livedmodesthat integrate global- photochemicalenvironments. The initial decay of the
scale chemistry with transport. All modes identified perturbation-minus-controldifferences,composedof an
thus far, in low-ordermodelsand 3-D global models ensembleof short-lived modes, is quite different, with
(hereand givenby R. G. Derwentet al. (Transientbe- sitescloseto emissionregionssuchas Mace Head showhaviourof tropospheric
ozoneprecursors
in a global3-D ing rapid initial decay of CH4 immediately in year 2,
CTM and their indirect greenhouse
effects,submitted while those in more distant regionsstill showa rise afto Climatic Change,2000; hereinafterreferred to as R. ter the additional sourceis cut off. The presenceof the
G. Derwentet al., submittedmanuscript,2000))arede- short-livedmodesis lessevident at a global level, where
cayingmodes. There is no reasonto expect oscillatory the growthappearsmorelinear duringthe year and the
modesor growing(unstable)modesexceptastransients decayappearsmuch more uniform.
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then implicitly integratingthe e-foldingdecayof the primary mode, thus savingthe substantialcomputational
effort requiredto follow the primary mode until it becomessufficientlysmall. Note that this computational
effort is alsorequiredin steadystate calculationsusinga
methaneflux sincethe steadystateis approachedat the
samerate as the perturbation decays.In this case,only
the primary mode contributessubstantiallyto the integratedburden,and we can calculateit from the product
of the emissionand the e-folding time, 14.2 Tg yr.
On the basisof analytic expansionof linear perturba-
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Figure 6. Responseof the mixing ratios of CH4, CO,
03, and NOx at Mace Head, Ireland (53øN, 10øW), to
a 20% perturbation in global CH4 emissions,
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3.2. Relating Mode Time to Perturbation
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From this perturbation-minus-controlseriesof all species,the e-folding time of the primary mode is found
by fitting the long-term decline in the CH4 perturbation to an exponential decay, discardingthe first few
years of the series where short-lived modes influence
the decay. These short-term modes can be chemistry-

transportor just transportmodes[e.g.,Prather,1997].
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•
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o
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The same, long-term exponential decay rate appliesto
all species, at all locations and at all times of year,

provided one looks at the 12-month decay, calculating ratios at comparable times of year. This time is
calculated as 14.2 years, a factor of 1.46 greater than
the steady state, global atmosphericlifetime (LT) of
methane, 9.7 years. For a methane perturbation in
this tropospheric chemical system, the primary mode

accountsfor 99.3% of the removal;i.e., for I Tg CH4
emitted from the surface,0.993 Tg appear in the primary mode and e-fold in 14.2 years, whereas0.007 Tg
appear in more rapidly decayingmodes. The integrated
CH4 burden followinga 1-Tg addition can be calculated by explicitly integrating over the first few yearsand
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tion, reminiscentof the chemicallosssignatureof Fung

at al. [1991],reflectsthetropospheric
distribution
ofthe
OH radical, with low valueswherelossto OH is quickest
in the tropics and summer hemisphereand a maximum
at high latitudes in the cleanerSouthernHemisphere.
The rangein sizeof the perturbationis small,reflecting
the longchemicallifetimeof CH4 relativeto tropospheric mixing. The CO perturbationrangesfrom +1.5 to
+2.5 ppbv and showsa reversedpattern comparedwith
CH4, reflectingformationof CO when OH is high. The
larger relative amplitudereflectsthe shorterchemical

2O

0
0.80
0.60
0.40

• 0.20
{
.•-

lifetime

o

of CO.

The 03 perturbation, ranging from +0.2 to +0.5 ppby, has a still different pattern, with elevated concentrations generallyat midlatitudesand particularly in
the high-latitudeNorthernHemispherein summer.The
Northern Hemisphereshowsmuch greater seasonality,
reflecting the higher N Ox concentrationsand greater
importance of photochemicalformation of 03 from the
added CH4 in the region. The N Ox mode pattern is
principally negative, ranging from -2.0 to +0.5 pptv
on a zonal monthly averagethroughout the midtropo-
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0
1 e-04

-le-04

sphere.The largestnegativeperturbationis in northern
-2e -04

winter.
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There is little vertical variation of the primary mode

8 9 10 in the tropospherefor CH4 andCO, asthe chemicallife-

times are long comparedwith the convectiveturnover

Period

Figure 8. Responseof the mixing ratios of CH4, CO,
03, andNOx at CapeGrim, Tasmania(40øS,145øE),to
a 20% perturbationin globalCH4 emissions,expressed
as the difference(in ppbv) betweenperturbation and

time. Dynamicalconsiderations
andthe shorterlifetime
of 03 and its precursorsbecomeimportant, and the 03
perturbationhasslightlygreaterverticalstructurethan
that of CH4 or CO.

control runs with the U CI CTM.

The averagerelativeperturbationto eachspecies
that
occurswith the primary mode is summarizedin Figure 10. The percent perturbations refer to changesin
PT can be related to LT and the sensitivity coefficient, the global,annualmeanvalues,integratedoverthe troposphere,and normalizedto the globalmean CH4 pers - dln(LT)/dln(B), by
turbation. For example,a 1.0% increasein CH4 in the
mode is coupledwith a 0.26% decreasein OH and a
PT- LT/(1 - s).
Knowing the integrated burden of a CH4 perturbation,
we can derive the perturbation lifetime, in this casejust
the timescaleof the primary mode, 14.2 years. The ra-

tio of PT/LT in this model is in the middle range of
previoussteady state CTM studiesreported as "adjust-

Chage (IPCC) [1995].
3.3.

Mode

Structure

The latitudinal and seasonalvariations in the primary
mode are revealedin Figure 9, which showsa repeating 3-year cycleof zonal-meanmidtroposphericmixing
ratios, detrended to remove the e-folding decay. The
mode pattern itself is dimensionless,and we have chosen to use a singlescalefactor here to give a +100 ppbv global, annual mean perturbation in methane. The
CH4 perturbation is not uniform, but rangesfrom 98 to
102 ppbv, with a minimum in the tropics and a distinct
seasonalityat middle and high latitudes. This distribu-

0.45% increase in CO. The net increase in CH4 oxida-

tion (+0.74%) leadsto greaterformationof peroxyand
methylperoxyradicals,and thereforeto a higherefficiencyof 03 productionfrom the NO• cycle, and an
increasein 03. The ratio of NO to NO2 falls slightly,

and the greaterproportionof NO2 leadsto moreefficientremovalof NOz to formNOu. Althoughformation
of nitric acid HONO2 is reduceddue to lower OH levels, formationof pernitric acid HNO4 and methyl nitrate
CH3ONO2 is greater due to the greater concentrations

of peroxyradicals.This pattern of perturbationto key
chemicalspecieswill be the only long-termpattern followingalmostall types of perturbationsto this tropospheric chemical system.
3.4.

Uncertainties

and Sensitivity

The primarymodeaccountsfor about 99.3% of the
methaneperturbation.The remaining0.7% can be attributed to shorter-lived modesthat are exceedinglyd-
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Figure 9. The spatial and temporal variation of the primary mode, revealedin the zonal-mean,
midtroposphericperturbationsin CH4, CO, 03, and NOx associatedwith the mode. The mode
is dimensionless,
but the variationshavebeen scaledagainsta CH4 mixing ratio of 100 ppbv for
easeof comparison,and the e-folding decay has been removed.

ifficult to definewith this type of numericalexperiment,
given the very small residual perturbation and the possibility of multiple modeswith similar timescales. These
studiesdo, however,point to a secondarymode time of
about 2 years. It is not clear what chemistry-transport
coupling this mode representswithout analysis of the
mode patterns, but it may possiblybe associatedwith
stratosphere-troposphereexchangeof CH4.
The calculated e-folding time of the primary, CH4like mode is sensitive to the chemical system considered. Future changesto the atmosphereaffecting OH
will alter the e-foldingtime for the mode and hencethe
troposphericrecovery time for chemical perturbations.

As notedby Prather[1996],thisincludesfutureincreas-

tio of mode timescaleto atmosphericlifetime. The soil
sink for CH4 is another possiblelosswithout feedbacks
and would likewise reduce this ratio. However, inclu-

sionof a fully interactive stratosphericchemistrywould
allow couplingof the CH4-1iketroposphericmode with

the N20-NOy-03 modein the stratosphere
[Prather,
1998], and thus the N20 mode, with a timescaleof
about 110 years, would be the primary mode in response
to a CH4 perturbation. The key questionin this fully
coupledsystemis what proportion of the CH4 addition
would be manifest in this century-long mode.

4. Excitation

of the Primary

Mode

Any perturbation to the troposphericchemical system generallyaffectsOH, directly or indirectly, and exhenceultimately to the possibilityof CH4 emissionsex- cites the primary mode to some degree. As the mode
ceeding the oxidizing capacity of the troposphere and is global in extent, this providesa mechanismfor regional perturbations to exhibit global effectsand for
causingrunaway growth.
The mode time depends on the treatment of other short-lived speciesto create long-lived perturbations.
lossesthat are not coupledto the CH4 abundance. For While the majority of perturbations to such speciesare
example,the atmosphericlifetime againststratospheric removedrapidly closeto the emissions(representedby
lossis projected here to be constant and reducesthe ra- short-lived,regionalmodes),the much smallerfraction
es in CH4 emissions,as a positive feedback: Increased
abundances of CH4 will lead to increased lifetimes and
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Figure 10. Componentsof the primary mode by species.These valuesdefinethe relative size
of the perturbationof eachspeciesassociated
with the primarymodecomparedwith the steady
state for that speciesand are normalizedagainstthe magnitudeof the CH4 perturbation.

of perturbationsto many speciesin the primary mode
may be the more important environmentalimpact by
virtue of the much longer decay time. As an example, we considerthe atmosphericresponseto enhanced
CO emissions
comingfrom (1) the industrialregionsof
Europeand (2) the biomassburningregionsof Africa,
both in July. In each separatenumerical experiment
we provide an additional 25 Tg of CO on July 1 and
follow the decay of the perturbation (relative to the
standardcontrolrun) overthe next 5 years. As a matter of computational efficiency,oncethe structure and
timescaleof the modehavebeenidentified,integration
of the perturbationrun is only requireduntil the primary mode becomesapparent, after which the exact
time-dependentbehavior of all speciescan be extrapo-

greatestexcitation of the mode associatedwith tropical

lated.

CH4 on tropospheric03 and stratosphericH20 [IPCC, 1996] (see Table 3). What is not includedin this

In both cases1 and 2, the initial decayof CO happens
very rapidly, within 2-3 months, reflectingremoval of
the excessCO by OH radicals(seeFigure 11). However, the short-term suppression
of OH leadsto a buildup
of CH4. After about 12 months, both casesresemblea
CH4 perturbation,with all speciesdecayingin the pat-

and northern

summer

ed with northern

winter

additions

and the least associat-

and most southern

midlatitude

emissions.

Although the excitation of the primary mode by CO
may appear small compared with the initial perturbation, the much greater duration means that it will likely dominate any global environmentalimpact. For CO
the excitation of the primary mode, with its concurrent
perturbations to the greenhousegasesCH4 and tropospheric03, makes CO a very important indirect green-

housegas [Prather, 1996; Daniel and Solomon,1998].
For CO emissionsfrom major anthropogenicsourceregions,we estimatethat 100 Tg of CO emissionsis equivalent to 5-6 Tg of CH4, including the indirect effectsof

equivalenceis the additional impact that CO may have
on tropospheric 03 via the short-lived modes. Integration of Figure 11 showsthat for case2 these short-term
increasesin tropospheric03 accountfor 55% of the increasein the integrated tropospheric 03 burden, with
tern of the primarymodeandwith a 14.2-yeare-folding, the long-livedprimary mode accountingfor the remainsimilar to the situation shownin Figure 5. Thus, in ing 45%. However,this short-term 03 responsewill deaddition to any short-termperturbationsto the tropo- pend greatly on the regionalN Ox abundancesand thus
sphere,additionsof CO are equivalentin all waysto is likely to vary substantially from region to region and

additionsof CH4, with a long-termtail of global CO season to season.
perturbationsthat are part of the primary mode.
Over industrialEurope,the 25-Tg CO perturbation
is equivalentto a CH4 perturbationof 1.28 Tg, indicating that the primary mode contributesto 0.16% of the Table 3. Mass of CH4 in the Primary Mode for DifferCO loss. Over equatorialAfrica the CO perturbation ent Emission Perturbations
is equivalentto a 1.44-Tg CH4 perturbation, and the
Emission

primary mode contributes to 0.18% of CO loss. The s-

lightly increasedimportanceof the primary modein the
latter caseis due to the greaterimportanceof tropical
CO in the global CH4 budget. The CO-CH4 equivalencycan be assessed
to somedegreefrom the CO amplitudesof the primary modeshownin Figure 9, with

100 Tg
100 Tg
100 Tg
100 Tg

CH4 Global
CO Global
CO European industrial
CO African bioburn

CH4 in Primary Mode
+99.3
+5.5
+5.1
+5.8

Tg
Tg
Tg
Tg
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Figure 11. Responseof the globalburdensof CH4, CO, 03, and NOx over a 5-year period to
a 25-Tg perturbation in CO, expressedas the differencebetweenperturbation and control runs
with the U CI CTM. Solid lines showperturbationsover African biomassburning regions,and
dashedlinesshowperturbationsover Europeanindustrialregions.

Experiments with short-lived NOx emissionsparallel to CO indicatethat thesealsoexcitethe long-lived
primary mode with its consequentchangesin CH4 and
tropospheric03, but in the oppositesense,with a nega-

primary mode in the troposphericchemistry-transport
system. As anticipated from earlier box-model stud-

ies [Prather,1994;Prather,1996;Daniel and Solomon,
1998], the key componentof this mode involvesthe
tive amplitude. In a samplenumericalexperimentwith CHa-CO-OH chemicalcoupling,and the e-foldingof
aviationNO• (not shown),wefind a negativeamplitude the mode (14.2 years) is about 50% longerthan the
of the primary modethat wouldbuild up in steadystate global mean atmosphericlifetime of CH4 (9.7 years).
to give suppressed
CH4 levelssimilar to thosereported Further, it is shown that almost the entire amount of
in the IPCC modelstudy [Penneret al., 1999]. The any CH4 additionsto the current atmospherego into
excitation of the primary mode by NO• emissionsde- this mode, as has been adopted in recent assessments
pends greatly, more than a factor of 5, on the location [IPCC, 1995]. Alongwith contemporaneous
work (R.
and timing of the emissionsand requiresfurther study. G. Derwent et al., submittedmanuscript,2000), this
new work now quantifies the ability of CO to excite
this long-livedmode. It also providesa crediblecalcu5. Conclusions
lation of the increasein global troposphericozonethat
In this paper we describea new troposphericchemical accompaniesthis CH4 and helpsus understandthe com3-D model and use it to identify and characterizethe plex responseof both these greenhousegasesto NO•
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additions as shown in the recent international

aviation

assessment
[Penneret al., 1999].
Modes are a natural property of the atmospheric
chemicalsystem,and as suchthey exist in the real atmosphereas well as in the simplifiedsystemof a CTM.
However,they will not be easyto discern,becauseinterannualvariabilityin atmosphericcirculationwill slightly alter the year-to-yearpatterns and becausethe constant variation in the terrestrial sourcesof trace gases
providescontinualexcitationof the full rangeof modes.
In addition, couplingof the troposphericchemicalsystem with stratosphericchemistrythroughthe effectsof
CH4 on stratosphericO3 and thenceon N20 and troposphericUV will lead to the presenceof a century-scale
mode. Nevertheless,the long-lived CH4-1ikemode is
expectedto dominatethe troposphericsystemand may
providean important tool for assessing
the impactthat
mankind has, and will continue to have, on the atmosphere.
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